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GTRAFT
Reliable Automated File Transfer,
wherever you are

GTRAFT is a best in class data synchronisation application that allows IT managers to configure,
monitor and execute simultaneous file transfer tasks from a central location. Utilising its powerful
scheduler, tasks can run automatically with no human intervention.
At its core GTRAFT provides a solution to transfer data
between the ship and shore reducing time and administration
required by IT which ultimately can lead to lower costs.

Why GTRAFT?
GTRAFT allows for the automation of a range of tasks
including data file transfer, remote folder synchronisation
and system monitoring & setting. All tasks can be controlled
centrally, removing the need for input from the crew.

GTRAFT not only allows us to manage and
monitor a wide range of tasks, it also allows
us to implement new ones, giving us full
control without any crew intervention.
Athanassios Vappas,
I.T Superintendent, TMS Group

Benefits of GTRAFT
✔ Central control and management from shore -

✔ Comprehensive reporting and journaling -

manage the ﬂeet from shore with no need for
crew intervention. Ability to assign single job to
multiple vessels

remotely monitor job status from shore

✔ Flexible & scalable - simple and easy to adapt to
your business requirements

✔ No limitations on size or file format - transfer
anything from documents, reports, eforms,
applications and automation scripts with no
restrictions on file size

✔ Performance - built-in resilience to volatile and

✔ Automation & bi-directional transfer - configure

unstable satellite communication networks; high
data compression

once and the system can report tasks, transferring
files from ship to shore and shore to ship

✔ Email system agnostic - works with any
email system

To find out more about how GTRAFT can help automate your systems,
speak to our sales team today.
E: sales@gtmaritime.com T: +44 (0) 1925 818918
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To find out more about how GTRAFT can help automate your systems,
speak to our sales team today.
E: sales@gtmaritime.com T: +44 (0) 1925 818918

• Over 20 years maritime communications experience
• 24/7 365 technical support from ITIL trained engineers
• Offices in the UK and Singapore along with a global
partner network

• Personally tailored, individual approach to
our customers
• Independent software can be used via any
communication system

Solutions & Services
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Maritime email
you can rely on

Optimised
maritime antivirus

Simple crew
email and SMS

Automated
data file transfer
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GTReplicate

GTSeaMail

GTNews4Crew

GTDeploy

Maritime file and
data replication

Email solution for
smaller vessels

Keeping crew updated
on news and sports

Maritime software
deployment made simple

7,500+ vessels worldwide
trust GTMaritime with
their communication solutions
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